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FOREWORD

The U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
(ARI) is concerned with the effectiveness and user acceptability of Army
decision support and training systems. A critical early step in developing
quality systems is to accurately define the task(s) to be supported or
trained. Using inappropriate methods to determine how Job incumbents perform
the task results in inaccurate task representations and ultimately in costly
system design errors.

This paper describes an approach for conducting knowledge elicitation of
experts that focuses on those critical components of information usage that
define expertise. As such, it differs from the typical knowledge elicitation
techniques that attempt to force the expert's description into the existing
knowledge representation schemes of computerized expert systems and instruc-
tional design technologies. This methodology will be of value to a wide range
of researchers and practitioners who are developing the next generation of
training and decision support systems for the Army.

EDGAr"M. JOI NSON
Technical Director
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KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION OF RECOGNITION-PRIMED DECISION MAKING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

To describe the development, procedures, and products of a knowledge
elicitation approach called the Critical Decision Method (CDM). The CDM is
used to elicit the decision-making behavior of experts in their natural
setting.

Procedure:

Review the relevant literature on decision making and knowledge elici-
tation and describe the theoretical basis for the CDM.

Review the findings from previous applications of the CDM and describe

the development of the CDM over these applications.

Describe the procedures and products of the CDM.

Identify potential applications of the CDM in decision aid development
and training.

Findings:

The CDM has been used with a variety of decision-making tasks and is
especially well suited to studying cognitive performance in naturalistjc,
time-pressured settings.

The CDM is especially valuable for analyzing the behavior of highly
skilled dccision makers, and for eliciting the analytical and perceptual bases
of proficient performance.

The CDM is applicable to decision-aiding problems because it identifies
critical elements in task performance in terms that directly relate to the
task as defined by those who perform it.

The CDM is applicable to training problems because it can identify the
knowledge that sets the expert apart from others. A "data base" of expertise
can then be developed as a useful resource for the direct transfer of upper-
level knowledge to others.

vii



Utilization of Findings:

The Critical Decision Method of knowledge elicitation offers a valuable
alternative or adjunct to the more abstract elicitation methods associated
with expert system and instructional design technologies. Because it is based
on models of how experts actually make decisions and not on so-called "ideal"
unnatural models, the CDM captures the nuances of expert performance that
other methods typically fail to elicit. Thus, decision support and instruc-
tional systcm designs that incorporate CDM analysis results are more apt to be
accepted and used by the target population. It is recommended that the CDM
approach be used for knowledge elicitation in defining systems where expert
performance definition is important, especially where the expert must perform
under time pressure-

IN
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KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION OF RECOGNITION-PRIMED DECISION MAKING

S

Issues in Knowledge Elicitation

Over the past decade, extensive effort has been applied on a number of
fronts to improve the quality of human performance in decision-making tasks.
The means utilized in these efforts have been extremely varied and include
(a) the development and implementation of technologies to aid and support
cognitive and behavioral components of human performance; (b) the design of
instructional curricula to speed the training of individuals to expert-level
proficiency in task performance; and (c) the design of systems to automate
cri!-:ical task functions that incorporate elements of human reasoning processes.
The models used to represent the development process associated with each of

these areas are as diverse as the areas themselves. However, a common element 0

that exists in all efforts to improve human performance is a decomposition of
human knowledge about a task into a model that identifies components in task
performance that can be enhanced through training, aiding or automation.

One approach for improving the overall level of human perLormance in a
task is to develop a thorough unicrstanding of how a particularly proficient
individual performs that task. 1sy studying in detail the general knowledge,
specific information and reasoning processes an expert uses in task perform-
ance, a model of th'; task can be constructed that exhibits some of the proper-
ties of the expert modeled. In addition, the model can be used to identify
opportunities for improvt:d training of non-experts and for aiding and support-
ing decision-making in general.

A critical question for the development of such systems concerns how
knowledge bases should be constructed. In general, what theories, methodolo-
gies, techniques and representational languages should be used to model a
particular decision problem? More specifically, how should the process of.
eliciting knowledge from experts be designed and what considerations should be
incorporated in developing and selecting an elicitation technique?

Knowledge-Base Development

A knowledge base is an organized collection of infor:aation pertaining to
the performance of a specific task. Knowledge bases differ widely in substance
and form depending on (a) spccifi-, of the task for which they are constructed, .,
(b) the purpose for which they are coustructed and (c) the methodologies used
to construct them. Details of these difference.; will be discussed later as
they pertain to training and decision aiding. flowevwr, t0he genemral process q
used in knowledge clici tation and knowledge-bas e devclopl.' :i ca i he representmed
in te ms of the simp plified model shown iln Fi gore 1.

'ih;s i:s an iterative mordel of knoviedgue base d(o ;elu ,~ .iterat ive here ..

mieans that a knowledge base iS dovew'Ioe)Cd by app lying a set of Linies to
ho ild a pro t.o t Y e'. "['l0e prototype i ; i:1 itnid by a iujipL, d proi i•; of ch4 c',1. n•:
for CO:,I etu i-';4, conhsi ;tcIICy, , nd v l liity. ";i. "I [st-I L V . -tT'" dL.tPn t

ph i so i'!iy , hlýt ..r Ii ti he g,.' ral I (1,v lou .il t pr-o,;L f1)r irlw; oOI ;o( ed(l los, 6 .b
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The process can be modeled as a number of discrete steps, each of which is
associated with a set of possible methodologies. Also associated with each

step are decisions and problems that the knowledge elicitor UP-st consider as
part of the elicitation effort. The model presented in Figure 1 is, of course,
very general and is not intended to convey the complexity associated with mod-
eling a specific knowledge domain. It is a synthesis of design advice gleaned
from a number of resources on the knowledge-base construction process (e.g.,
Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1984; Hayes-Roth, Waterman, & Lenat, 1983; Waterman,
1986). However, it highlights the central issues in knowledge base development
and provides a vehicle for discussing critical elements in the design of knowl-

edge elicitation tools.

Task domain familiarization. An early, if not initial, step in knowledge
elicitation is familiarization with the knowledge requirements necessary for
task performance. There are different aspects of such knowledge; some of it is
explicit, and some is tacit knowledge. We can distinguish between general
world knowledge, specific domain knowledge of rules and procedures, specific
domain knowledge of causal interactions between variables, and perceptual-motor
"knowledge."

One category of knowledge is domain-independent and includes facts about
the world in general. For example, rules about arithiactic might need to be

brought to bear by an expert to solve problems of interest.

A second category of knowledge includes knowledge related to all facets of

the task inclading facts, terminologies, definitions, parameters, and proce-
dures. These facts are domain-specific in that they apply only to the domain
of interest. This category of knowledge is relatively expensive to obtain

since it must be elicited anew for each new domain. It is very powerful, how-
ever, since it is specifically tailored to that domain. Sources for such
knowledge can include both training manuals and instructional materials, as
well as direct interviews with domain experts. While the former source (writ-

ten documentation) is often more readily available, its adequacy is in many
cases questionable and direct elicitatioc. of experts is called for. Elicita-

tion techniques designed to organize and catalog domain facts are useful for
this phase of the elicitation process.

The third category to consider is the ".1ental model of the domain, incluld-
ing the effects of manipulating different variables.

Catalogs of domain facLs, rules, and procedures alone, however, are

insufficient to capture the qualitative aspects of expertise. First, expertise
is difficult to define in term:s of an aggregation of microscopic skills; or per-
formance elements. Just as language fluency cannot be explained in ter::ns of
phonetic rules, syntax, or vocabulary, expert performc1ance cannot be explained
by resorting to decomposed taxonemies of skills. The constituents of expertise
rcside in an unders t ai; iLTg of the processes by which skilled pi rrforriance

evolves and in explanations of performance that emphasize tacit Knowledge
obtained through experience (Polany , 1966). ident flying tLe skills thatL im.e

up expertise must begin by firsL viewing expert ise phenolm.enonlgielyi in IlCr;:s

of thae holist i relationship between the expL rt and th, task being petformed
(e .V ., IDrcyfus , 19 7Y9; Klein, N i6 ) . TIhe internal i/at in o'. cCi t ;:,l tIL ;k - U!,t

iiiint5 .lichi ,v(,d by the expet' coni r ;1.t .s lih ;ivi I to ti: I l-:idl.LV o! p.'rf() ;:t,

on' tVI, ica]. y ohserves in id iv idu~il :, o1 thiis Catt,',,'.ory.



Second, exp,.rtise often occurs only at the boundaries of a problem domain.
A large portion of the pr:oblems that experts are called upon to solve are ones
for which many trained people have experience. Consider a medical diagnostic
task. Many of the diagnostic problems that medical practitioners observe are K
quite routine in nature and may not require special expertise beyond that
normally acquired by most physicians in the course of their professional prac-
tice. However, some problems are experienced only rarely and then only by
individuals who specialize in solving them. Low base-rate problems lie out-
side the bounds of routine or "textbook" knowledge for a field. These are the
problems that require a deeper understanding of the problem domain than an
advanced beginner would possess. Relevant elements here include ways of char-
acterizing or re-resenting situations, critical information cues that are not a
part of typical task descriptions, ard causal factors that do not appear in

rule or procedural descriptions.

Selectio: subject matter experts. The selectioa of appropriate subject
matter experts i_ one of the more critical elements in knowledge-base develop-
ment. Two general categories of problems arise in the selection process. The
first category relates to the availability of expert personnel. Obviously, one
wishes that the expert under elicitation is the most experienced and possesses

the most of what is defined as expertise. This is less easily achieved than
might be assumed. First, knowledge elicitation is a costly and time-consuming
process. Senior and, presumably, more expert people may be too busy and,
therefore, unwilling to participate in a lengthy elicitation process. Junior
individuals may have more time available and are, from an institutional per-
spective, better candidates. Second, the knowledge elicitation process itself
is inherently interactive. Those who are less verbal may be disinclined to
participate in a process that they find uncomfortable even though they may be
the best qualified from an expertise standpoint. Third, institutions may think
of expertise in terms of years of experience or rank within the organization.
These criteria are not always as well related to performance as one would like.
Junior individuals having better task skills may not be afforded the opportu-
nity to demonstrate those skills in a way that would identify them as having
outstanding abilities.

A more difficult problem for the selection of subject matter experts is
developing a suitable operational definition of expertise. The previous sec-
tion Dn task domain familiarization touched upon some of the problems in this
area as they pertain to identifying skill components. However, the problem is
broader and more pervasive. Proper definitions of expertise cannot be based on
institutional or social factors alone. An ability to achieve power and posi-
tion with an organization through political or personal means says little about
the psychological components of expertise, except to the extent that knowledge-
ability plays a role in the development of organizational or group hierarchies.
For example, groups of experts may order themselves according to apparent
rules; one individual is more expert than another if they know what that person
knows and more. One way to conceptualize ani expertise dimension is to perceive
the set of personnel ordered on the basis of additional knowledge. Thus, one
person is more expert than a second if person B is sensitive to all the causal
factors that person A knows about, buL can appreciate additional factors or can
recognize circumstances that change the operations of certain causal factors. ,
Similarly, percon C would be sunsitive to causal factors person B might 1not.

4
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recognize, and so on, creating a set of transitive relations. Experts them-
selves often try to establish such hierarchies when they compare notes and pose
real and hypothetical questions to each other.

Unfortunately, social processes may do little to reveal the critical
knowledge that experts ultimately demonstrate when faced with real problems to
solve. Moreover, experts may not be willing to disagree with one another for
professional reasons, making their public statements less useful for identify-
ing relative levels of expertise.

Definitions of expertise based on cognitive factor. are more relevant to
the development of valid knowledge bases. However, specifying the cognitive
factors that distinguish expert and novice performance is difficult. First,
expertise is evolutionary, implying a metamorphic and developmental process
rather than an incremental one. Evolutionary processes are better character-

ized by continuous change rather than discrete stages that can be readily
defined. It does appear, however, that experts are more aware of subtle
causal elements in the tasks they perform than are novices (e.g., Dreyfus,

1979; Klein, 1978) and may have a better facility for making predictions about
the future state of processes they are commanding or controlling (e.g., Rouse &
Morris, 1986; Klein & Peio, 1982).

Selecting a knowledge elicitation method. Selecting a knowledge elicita-
tion method involves a number of important decisions. A useful metaphor is
that of a tool box containing a number of knowledge elicitation tools that can
be applied to a particular problem domain. The problem is one of deciding
which tool to select.

A critical consideration in selecting a knowledge elicitation method is
its cognitive compatibility. A knowledge elicitation method is cognitively
compatible to the extent that the structure and process used to elicit the
knowledge is consistent with how that knowledge is naturally thought of or
expressed by the expert (e.g., Rouse & Morris, 1986). Compatibility can be
achieved in a number of ways. One way is to approach the knowledge-modeling
problem in terms the expert can understand. Calling for the expert to provide
informatio• about elements of the task that are unfamiliar or are presented in
novel ways may lead to disappointing results. Adopting a normative but unnatu-
ral task model to guide the elicitation process may force upon the expert ;I
problem repLesentation that is not meaningful and require the making of judc.-
ments and decisions in ways that are uncustomary or wrong. For example, a
fault tree representation may appear to be a useful tool for guiding the elici-
tation of diagnostic knowledge, but if a diagnostician is not accustomed to
thinking in fault tree terms the requirerients of the model may lead the expert
into an unnatural task or into a misrepresentation.

A general class of methodologies for knowledge elicitation involve direct
interaction with an expert in an interview type of format. The interview is
given a structure provided by a theory or model of what the knowledge elicitor
hopes to reveal about thle contents of an expert's train of thought or the proc-
esses the expert uses in problem solving or decision iaking. Often referred to
as process tracing, these techniques seek to provide detaziled descriptions S
and/or models of specific aspects oi task performance in terms that dirvctly
relate to the information requirements and cognitive processes associaLed wiLh
the task.

5



While such techniques have frequently been up-d as a vehicle for better
understanding of cognition in general, .ney also have application as tools for
modeling expert knowledge and can assist in identifying critical underlying
components of expert performance. Process tracing recognizes and preserves the
holistic character of decision making and avoids artificial decomposition of a
problem. The knowledge elicitor using process tracing seeks to understanding
how the expert solved a problem in the expert's own terms. Contextual richness
is retained and incorporated in the elicited knowledge base rather than con-
trolled for and excluded, as is done in laboratory-like elicitation tasks.
This approach is particularly suited to tapping task proficiency levels that
rely heavily on an individual's overall grasp of a data-rich context, such as
is evidenced in expert performance.

6



REVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION METhODS

The field of knowledge elicitation draws heavily upon all facets of psy-
chology, both theoretical and applied. Indeed, many of the tools and tech-
niques available to the knowledge elicitor have been applied in various fields
of psychological research and for purposes other than system development.
Rating scales, interview techniques, judgmental modeling, and process tracing
have been used as primary methodological techniques for the empirical study of
cognition and behavior. This section reviews a set of specific knowledge
elicitation methodologies that can be applied in a systems development context
and discusses both their strengths and weaknesses. The elicitation methodolo-
gies reviewed here do not exhaust the domain of what could be applied to knowl-
edge modeling, but are representative of techniques currently employed in

knowledge-base development.

Memory Recall and Reconstruction

Perhaps the most widely utilized technique for constructing expert knowl-
edge bases relies heavily on the ability of a knowledge elicitor to extract
from the memory of an expert information in the form of facts, rules, and pro-
cudures used to make a decision or solve a problem. This is usually done by
asking the expert to recall cases that are memorable for a variety of reasons.
They may be cases that are representative of the typical case with which the
expert deals. Or, they may be cases that are extreme or unusual, and illus-
trate the application of a somewhat infrequently used principle or set of facts
(e.g., Waterman, 1986; lHayes-Roth, Waterman, & Lenat, 1983). For example, a
knowledge engineer constructing a knowledge base for a medical diagnosis prob-
lem might first ask the medical expert to recite as many procedural details as
possible about a routine case (or set of routine cases) within the diagnostic
domain chosen for modeling. The procedural details would be given a formal
representation according to some representation scheme (e.g., Winston, 1984)
and would comprise a portion of the overall expert knowledge base dealing with
cases forming the central portion of a distribution of case typicality. In
addition, the knowledge elicitor would ask for a descripticn of an unusual or
infrequently occurring case, often ones with which only the expert will have
had any detailed experience. Those cases probe the extremes of the expert's
experiential base and provide additional procedural details for the expert %
model. 0

The validity of this approach to constructing expert knowledge bases rests
in psychological tiieories of memory that emphasize the importance of experience
as a fundamental organizing principle. One of the most important of these
theories proposes that memory is organized in terms of "episodic" encoding,
according to which instances of experience are remembered in terms of features
such as temporal relatedness, spatial orhentation, and co-occurrence (e.g,
Tulving, 1972).

Though memory is a principal means by which one accesses the kinds of
historical data needed for knowledge-base consttuction, it is important to 41

recognize its potential flaws. Menory processes themselves are often influ- S
enced by factors outside of their contents. For example, what one retrieves
from memory can be biased by teuporal factors associated with storage and c~asC

7
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of recall. The latter has been termed an "availability" bias in the memory for
events (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1973, 1974), a tendency for memory to be) influenced by factors such as vividness, salience, and recency.

One means of facilitating memory retrieval is to provide a framework to
stimulate the process. Indeed, the elicitation setting is a major component in
that framework. However, the presence of a framework does not guarantee Its

completeness. Some research suggests that people are typically very poor at
gauging the degree to whicl a ;. zctnre they have been given to assist them in
reme-bering components of a problem is a complete sti~ucture, and may actually

judge it to be more complete than it actually is (e.g., Fischhoff, Slovic, &
Lichtenstein, 1978). Therefore, the guidance an elicitor gives to the rezall
process must be considered a source of potential bias in the overall picture

obtained from the expert. Failure to do so may lead to unwarranted confidence
in the quality of the knowledge base elicited.

Cloze Exper[imen~ts

A cloze experiment is one in which an elicitor presents an individual with
a passage that systematically omits a selected set of words, terms, quantities,
concepts, or logical linkages. The subject is then called upon to provide the
omitted terms. Though the methodology could be used as a basis for criterion-
oriented testing when the correct or normative tetras are known, it can also
serve as a projective or knowledge elicitation tool. For example, consider the
context of building an expert model for a diagnostic task. The elicitor would
present the expert with a scenario (in either written or oral form) having a
set of diagnostic cues and logical relationships, but omitting the diagnostic
conclusion, which the expert would be asked to provide. Alternatively, the
diagnostic conclusion could be given and one of the cues omitted, in which case
the expert would provide the appropriate level of the cue consistent with the
given cues and the diagnostic category provided. by carefully selecting a
range of scenarios and systematically omitting decision-relevant terms, the
elicitor can construct a model of the expert's decision processes on the basis
of a series of cloze tests.

However, cloze tests comprise a process only and give no guidance on
either the construction of appropriate scenarios or the t pes and ranges of
terms to be elicited through selective omission. A separate methodology is
needed to determine the dimensional structure of the cloze experimert (such
as multidimensional scaling or nmltivariate factorial designs). The cloze
experiment also brings to the elicitation context a risk of calling upon the
expert to reason in a formaL that, bears an unnatural resemblance to the way
they routinely operate. Though this criticism can be applied to elicitation
formats in geu:eral, the problem r.my be particularly acute for the cloze test
when important qualifying details are om:litted frora scenario passages in
interests of structural simplicity or design considerations.

Multidimensional Scaling

.IoultidLimnenionIal scaling is an empirically-based methodology used to
systematize and represent a doma in of obje2cLts in te'rms of a SCt of d imens Lons
(e g., Schiff i;an, Reynolds, & Young, 1981). 1"he method Cal bC U5Oed to lnlp tOr,
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conceptual elements of a knowledge domain and can serve as a framework for
understanding how they are related. It is usually applied by first generating
a list of c°)nceptual elements for a particular task. These elements are usu-
ally the concepts associated with the task or are linguistic elements used to
describe the task. For example, a fire fighiting task might contain conceptual.
elements such as "cooling down" and "ventilation." The set of elements is
presented to the expert as a series of pair-wise comparisons to be judged in

terms of their similarity (e.g., "How similar are cooling down and ventila-
tion?") Thr resulting judgments are analyzed using a multidimensional scaling
procedure to determine clusterings of the elements. The analysis provides a
mapping of the iýnowledge domain in terms of conceptual similarities between

domain elements. Tightly clustered eleients suggest cognitive linkages that
car be exploited using more detailed elicitation techniques or as guidance for
structuring an interview process. For an excellent example of the technique as
applied to the problem of modeling aircraft-piloting expertise, see
Schvaneveldt, Durso, Goldsmith. Breen, Cook, Tucker, and De Maio (1986). WIN

Principally, multidimensional scaling has been used as an analytic tech-

nique for mapping a multidimensional space containing a set of complex ele- '
mentLs and can be used to form the basis for clustering common elements and
identifying outlying or unusual unes. Though it is a potentially powerful
analytical technique, it is principally a mathematical procedure, and has no
cognitive content apart from the interpretation given to its results by a
knowledge elicitor. The user must define the set of elements a priori, either

by (a) resort to an underlying theory or model of the task, (b) eliciting them
directly from an individual (or individuals), or (c) intuition and guesswork.
While the technique can yield a useful map, it cannot define the elements that

appear on the map. That definition requires a theory of the task obtained
from a separate elicitation method. To its advantage, however, it can provide
a reasonable initial theory of the structure of a problem domain and may serve

as a useful process in guiding and structuring other aspects of the knowledge
elicitation process.

Protocol Analysis

One of oldest methods of study available to psychologists involves the
documentation and subsequent analysis of protocols obtained by asking an indi-
vidual to think aloud about how he or she would solve a given problem (e.g., g

Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1984). Systematic coding and analysis of those pro-
tocols provide the basis for a model of the individual's reasoning. Presuma-

bly, the elicitation of protocols provides a window into the individual's
thinking in a form that leaves the reasoning process relatively unperturbLd.

Though protocol analysis has been used to study cognitive functioning in a
number of important content areas (e.g., Svenson, 1979), its application is not
without controversy and qualification (e.g., Hayes, 1982). The relative
familiarity of the cognitive task may bear on the quality of the protocols

obtained. In general, unfamiliar tasks have the advantage that they may gener-
ate protocols providing information aboki-_ somtie of the cognitive structuring of

a problem and the creation of a solution process. Fami-tliar tasks tend tu be
associated with readily available cognitive strategies for solving them. Those e

9.
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strategies may be more stable than in unfamiliar tasks, but have the disadvan-
tage of becoming highly automatized, rapid, and less accessible to studies of
verbal protocols. Thus, familiar problems may induce a mode of automatic
responding that may make it difficult for subjects under study to give an in-
depth explanation of their reasoning. In contrast, unfamiliar problem areas
may prompt a MorL deliberative thought process in a less automatic mode,
thereby creating a richer protocol for analynis (e.g., Svenson, 1986).

A second feature of protocol analysis is its emphasis on promoting ver-
balization of otherwise nonverbal events. People are typically unaccustomed to
giving verbal expression to cognitive events and may seriously distort their
reasoning processes in attempting to apply language concepts to them. More-
over, the context provided by a knowledge elicitor may encourage the elicited
individuals to elaborate on their reasoning processes in ways that are unre-
lated to their true content (e.g., asking "why" type questions), thereby sug-
gesting to the elicitor that they know more about their cognitive activity than
they actually do (e.g., Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).

A third difficulty in applying protocol analysis arises from the need to
settle upon a theory or methodology for interpreting protocol responses.
Though protocol analysis provides in principle a rich source of data, it pro-
vides virtually no guidance on how that data should be organized and inter-
preted. The problem becomes more acute when the intended use of the data is
for system development purposes, in which a specific knowledge representation
scheme is required. PruLocol analysis conducted without knowledge representa-
tion guidance risks having limited interpretability. However, excessive struc-
turing of the protocol elicitation process by a knowledge representation
framework risks losing the flexibility and naturalness of the of the approach.
Protocol analysis can be most fruitfully applied when the knowledge elicitor
has (a) a general knowledge representation framework in mind, and (b) an
overall model of the relationships between key knowledge components, such as
might be obtained by applying multidimensional scaling.

Personal Construct Methods: Repertory Grid

Personal construct theory has been used as a foundation for a method of
modeling human expertise (e.g., Boose, 1985). Its methods employ some variant
of the repertory grid technique. The repertory grid is an instrument designed
to elicit construct relationships (e.g., like-dislike, important-unimportant,
chronic-acute) between a number of elements in a specified domain, such as
people one knows, attitudes one has, or cases one has diagnosed. The grid
itself is comprised of three components: (a) elements, which define the mate-
rial upon which the grid is based; (b) constructs, which are the terms that an
individual uses to group and differentiate bptween elements; and (c) linking
mechanisms, which show how each element is assessed on each construct. A
critical part of constructing the grid is the selection of elements, for it is
this initiol selection that defines the relevant judgmental domain. For prac-
tical purposes, it is important that the elements be as specific as possible,
or else the basis for Judgment will be too vague. important design dimensions
include numerosity (too many elemeents make the task cumbersomie, too few make
the space less relevant), hiomogeneity, and representativeness of coverage.
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While the elements of the grid are the objects of one's thoughts, the
constructs are the qualities one attributes to those objects. The traditional
method for generating constructs is to elicit them from triads: triples of
elements are presented to an individual who is to respond with the way that two
of the elements are alike and in what way the third element is different from
the two. Though this procedure produces polar-opposite dimensions, it is
important to note that the polar distincticn is somewhat forced by the elicita-
tion process and can produce an apparent orthogonal dimension structure when
one is absent. Furthermore, the pcocess can produce logical opposites rather

than constructs that are logical in meaning. For example, the logical opposite
of "ambiguous" is "unambiguous." However, a subject may think of the real
opposite of "ambiguous" as "things I understand;" clearly the two polar dinen-
sion sets are not equivalent.

Choosing the triads is a critical aspect of grid development. When the
number of elements is fairly small, all elements can appear in triad sets
thiough a modified paired-comparisons design. hlowever, as the element set

becomes large, the set of triples grows rapidly and a criterion must be estab-
lished for choosing what elements get presented with what other elements. An
alternative method is to present a few of the constructs in a triad approach
and use the resulting constructs as a stimulus set for directly eliciting other
constructs (e.g., Easterby-Smith, 1980).

Once elements have been defined and constructs elicited, the next step is
to link the elements through the constructs. This is typically done by having
the individual rate each element on the set of bipolar construct scales. The
resulting judgments allow the elicitor to cluster and differentiate the ele-
ments in terms of the construct framework. Though several meLhodus exist for
analyzing repertory grid data (e.g., Klein & Klein, 1978; Shaw & Thomas, 1978),
interpretation is more clinical art than methodological technique, and the
knowledge elicitor must have a general theory of the knowledge domain to guide
that interpretation. That theory, however, could be developed from an initial
application of a personal construct methodology, could be based on another of
the elicitation methodologies described in this section, or could be based on a
particular knowledge representation scheme.

Lens Model/Regression Approaches

An important category of tasks are those that call upon an individual to
render a judgment or decision on the basis of a number of pieces of infornia-
tion. A paradigmatic approach for imaking explicit the processes involved in
mu]tiple cue judgment is the lens model (e.g., hursch, Hammond, & hlursch, 1964;
Dudycha & Naylor, 1966). Briefly, the lens model draws a distinction between

an object that is represented by a collection of information cues, and the
psychological representation of that object in terms of a judgmental policy
hased on those cues. Like an optical lens, the environment is portrayed in
terms of a set of information components with predictive importance expressed
in terms of validity coefficients. Information cues are used by the individual
to form a judgimental impression of the object in the environment. The policy
by whvich the cues are weligited and an impressi,' Is formed can be mode led as a
regression equation. The eqmmt ion predicts the individual's judigment of the
object from a linear comnhi:ation of cueý, ,ild cue weights d'Irived e;pilricalIy by
varying (iistmally ý;ystowat ically) thi' infori;it. ion feuaturen li th et nvirwni:urit
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and observing the judgmental response. Decomposition of the regression equa-
tion permits a determination of the relative emphasis the individual places
upon the various information components.

A principal advantage of the lens model approach is that it elicits a
judgmental response from an individual in a manner that tends to preserve many
of the natural features of the environment in which the response is typically
made. No attempt is made to probe directly the individual's ireasoning proc-
esses. Rather, the emphasis is on modeling response policy through selectively
varying environmental features. However, while a model obtained this way may
bear good fidelity in a predictive sense to the behavior of the individual,
there is no guarantee that the parameters within the model are isomorphic to
the underlying cognitive processes that produced the response. Despite this
limitation, lens modeling is a valuable tool for assessing the relative weight
an individual gives to information in a judgmental task and can be used as a
methodology for corroborating the results of more cognitively intrusive elici-
tacion techniques.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A KNOULEDGE ELICITATION APPROACH
FOR RECOGNITION-PRIMED DECISIONS

Theoretical Orientation

Up to this point in the report we have been discussing gen,.ral issues in
knowledge elicitation. Now it is time to focus more directly on the Critical
Decision method (CDM) that we have developed. The CDM is a form of protocol

analysis and process tracing. It differs from standard protocol analysis
because it involves interviewing with subjects about prior events, rather than
asking subjects for think-aloud reports of ongoing problem solving. Thus, the
CDM gives up the important control found in most protocol analysis studies.
What it gains is the opportunity to probe about critical incidents. Flanagan
(1954) has developed a Critical Incident method for job analysis, and the CDN
is in some ways an extension of this method, adapting it for the knowledge
elicitation of naturalistic decision making.

The CDM is also similar to memory recall and reconstruction methods since
it relies on retrospective accounts of incidents. It diffecs in the emphasis
on perceptual cues and patterns, the sensitivity to tacit knowledge rather than
rules, and the theo-etinal orientation on situational awareness and recogni- ,

Lion-primed decisions.

The rationale behind the CDH can be visualized in the following way. Much

of what an expert knows has become fairly routine. We can probe this knowledge
using standard task analytic methods but it is difficult to learn much because
the knowledge has become automatic and unconscious. We can also probe about
novel cases, and this is what we do in many laboratory settings when we use
unfamiliar tasks. Such probing can tell us about reasoning abilities independ-
ent of content. But it will not tell us much about content expertise since by
definition the subject is a novice.

In-between these two strategies is a third approach -- to probe about
non-routine incidents that required expertise, and were carried out effectively -
only because of that expertLse. This is the approach t iken by the CDN. We
have used it to study expertise in a variety of settings.

ROUTINE CASES TASK ANALYSIS

NON-ROUTINE CASES . D: I

NOVEL CASES ----- BASIC KESEARCI
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The CDiI is an interview method for eliciting some of the bases for expert per-
formiance. The method is focused on the tacit knowledge o0 the expert in addi- Am
tion to the explicit knowledge. The emphasis is on non-routine events, usually t

recent ones that occurred in operational settings. (That is why we could not %
use protocol analyses, since operational non-routine incidents cannot be sched-
uled, and subjects are usually unwilling to provide think-aloud protocols.)

In other words, we feel that it is at the boundary between routine and

novel where expertise is stretched far enough to become visible.

The method is grounded in recent theoretical analyses of naturalistic

decision making by experts. The CDM has evolved from a different theoretical
perspective on decision making, one that is more attuned to naturalistic deci-
sion making, especially under time stress. The next section will describe this

theoretical perspective, and the following sections will describe the CDM it-
self.

Behavioral Decision Theory. Decision making vis-a-vis the decision sci-

ences has emphasized the application of normatively appropriate decision models
as a basis for decision making. The most widely advocate'd of these models is
decision analysis (e.g., Raiffa, 1968; Keeney & Raiffa, 1976). A decision

maker acting in accord with the tenets of decision analysis will:

a. enumerate all possible courses of action;

b. identify the possible outcomes associated with each course of action;

c. place values on each outcome;

d. for each course of action assess the probability that the associated
outcomes would be experienced;

e. multiply each outcome by its associated probability to obtain an
expected value or utility;

f. sum the expected values for each course of action;

g. choose the course of action having the largest expected value.

Whiie normatlive decision theory has focused on what people should do in

decision-making situations, behavioral decision theory has studied what they
actually do. One thrust of behavioral decision theory has been to understand
the degree to which people are capable of providing the kinds of input.s
required of decision analysis; another has been to uiider.;tand the mental rules
or strategies they naturally use In inakting declsiions.

The vast literature on thlse two points will not b,2 reviewed hiee. Tl', i

general finding hasi been that pcople are very pot' decisiol, analysts at biest.
They are typ [c; i ly not good at L nerati er coIpl ete Lets ou opt ions (e.g.,
Gettys & Fisher, 1979; Pit.z, Sachus, & licerbot.h,, 1980), outcomemc evawlilua om-; i: .L

subject t .• .1ron)tr g 'eim t,'xt effec t ai fit r;mis it Ivi t , (c.)'.., , Lic'Lm LO!;tcil
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Slovic, 1971; Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenst~ein, 1980), uncertainty assessments
are poorly calibrated and exhibit an insensitivity to the degree of actual
knowledge (o.g., Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982; Fischhoff &
MacGregor, 1982), and their choices do not necessarily abide by the principles
of utility maxi•ization (e.g., Fischhoff, Goitein, & Shapira, 1982; Simon,
1955).

A second Lhrust of research in behavioral decision theory has been to
identify informal rules or heuristics people use in solving routine cognitive
problems and making decisions. The majority of these heuristics are very use-
ful for dealing with most problems people encounter in everyday life, but can
lead to predictable errors and judgmental biases in some circumstances. A
commonly used heuristic for judging the uncertainty of a proposed event is
availability (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) whereby an individual relies upon the
ease with which relevant instances can be recalled irom memory as a basis for
judgment. However, ease of recall can be influenced by factors unrelated to
the actual frequency with which they are experienced, such as vividness, sali-
ence, and recency. Thus, events that are particularly memorable because of
features unrelated to their frequency of occurrence can exert a biasing effect
on judgments of relative likelihood. Interview techniques designed to elicit
likelihood judgments from an individual regarding elements of an event need to
be sensitive to how the memorability of the event may influence judgment.

A second important Judgmental heuristic is representativeness. Judgments
based on repLreseutativeness focus on the degree to which a particular case or
instance shares features similar to a prototype, class, or stereotype (Tvursky
& Kahneman, 1974). Thus, likelihood Judgments about the occurrence of an event
will be greater the more features the event has in common with the class from
which it comes. Judgments by representativeness are made according to the
associative strength present between an event class and a particular event. A
biasing effect on likelihood judgments occurs because the heuristic leads to an
insensitivity to the distributional properties of samples. Small samples are
regarded as more predictive than is appropriate (Tversky & Kahneman, 1971) and
event patterns are judged as meaningful on the basis of appearance alone, with-
out resort to the underlying uncertain process which generated them (Kalhneman &
Tversky, 1972). For example, a battle commander might be fooled into reactin'g
wrongly because the enemy presents to him a subset of activities that are liku
those that appeared previously when the enemy took certain actions. The com-
mander ignores the other actions thesor activities might also indicate; basing
his reaction solely upon a single previous event and a limited subset of th,
possible indications.

Both the availibility and representativeness heuristics are, based on the
natural psychological processes people use in responding to the tasks and
probteml; po110ed to the0 . Iln complex contexts such as knowledge elicitat ion of

experts, their biasIor, effects arC much Imore di[ficult to galeu thaln inl
well--coust ructeud, sio;:p lifid labo ratory taSks. Nooc t h1C I s2 , they pI Iay aL: I
important role in the el icit Elion proce,.;s by hia ;iSg tihL UvI'Its an; expCrt I,
chooss's to describe.

i\.ec,•|nition-Pr!imed D)ecis ionl >loakiLL. Whil] bchNnVior;li decisoii tlicul y
hIIX1 CIIp)h;Is;ized h~il.S!es ill th,' unde rstall i u' 01 o Iin I:U1ll IC dci;i l :! i , a di tI t- U;

U 1 L S t ra Lc [ to tL y tr UIIdt r.St;L IId •i Iui Ili(t,.' tke ICll, tlll d C I;I III d, ():
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themselves. Many of the biases could be specific to laboratory paradigms,
well-defined tasks, and the use of naive subjects. Uhat are the decision
strategies used by experts in field settings?

A major finding of previous research in naturalistic decision making is
that experts rarely report considering more than one option (e.g., Klein, ..

Calderwood, & Clinton-Cirocco, 1985). Instead, their ability to handle deci-
sion points appears to depend on their skill at recognizing situations as typi-
cal, or as instances of general prototypes developed through experience. These
prototypes provide an understanding of the causal dynamics associated with a
decision problem, suggest promising courses of action, and generate expecta-
tions.

One way of contrasting this conceptualization of decision processes with

more a normative approach to decision making is in terms of serial and concur-
rent models. Figure 2 portrays a standard decision analytic model: options art !y.
enumerated down the side and a set of relevant evaluation dimensions across the
top. According to this model, the decision maker considers several options at
the same time. This can be done by performing pair-wise comparisons of options
in terms of the evaluation criteria, making concurrent, conscious judgments and
relative evaluations of the strengths and weaknesses of each option. Options
are then ordered according to their performance on the evaluation criteria and
the option selected for implementation is the one achieving the highest muli'- 6
attribute evaluation score. Though decision models of this general type are
widely prescribed as a basis for making decisions in many contexr.s (e.g.,
Raiffa, 1968), their validity as descriptors of human decision making is
extremely weak. In time-sensitive contexts, for example, the tempo of decision
making is frequently much too fast for the performance of an all-inclusive
generation and evaluation procedure (e.g., Klein et. al., 1985).

Concurrent Evaluation: Vertical Model

Evaluation Dimensions
t' •.1

Options [.

%
(b) 4..,',

(•)

Figure 2. Concurrent model of option evaluation. S') ,

N .-

In contrast, Figure 3 shows a serial option evaluation model. hiere, anl

option is generated, tested for feasibility, and then either implemented or
rejected. If it is rejected, a second option is considered, and so forth,
untii a suitable opt ion is found. All options are not necessarily evzluated u .. '
all dimensions or on the same dimens.ions. This may be described as a honizoi.-
tal model of decision inakin,: although one or miore options may be considered,
only one option is examined at a L. iml. Th,: dcsc ipt i)tl of de is ion S ,oil mat n

N..
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provided by this model is a more consis' :nl. process descri'Lion of what riight
occur in most applied, time-sensitive contexts. A description of the catego-
ries of decision making processes is fouad in Svenson, 1979.

Serial Evaluation: Horizontal Model

Evaluation Dimensions

Options [ ] [ ] ] [

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Serial model of option evaluation.

The process elements of the model portrayed in Figure 3 are developed in
greater detall in Figure 4. This model we term Recognition-Primed Decision
Mak__in, (RPD).

Figure 4 shows three aspects of the RPD mod,-l, varying in complexity.
In the simplest case (A-I), the automatic RPD, the decision maker (DM) uses
knowledge and cues to recognize a 5ituation as iamiliiar or typical. This
"automatic'; recognition includes with it a recor, :-lon of what goals can be
achJeved, what cues to monitor, and other types of expectations. The recogni-
tion of typicality also leads to the rerugnition of the typical reaction, and

this is implemented. An example woul:' be a fireground commander realizing that
a simple fire in a laundry chute has gotten out of hand and has spread through
the top fi.or of an apartmsent bui 1 .ding, so that It is time to call in a second
alarm,

in a more complex case (A-2), the verified RPD, the decision maqker again
recognizes the typicility of the situation hut has the time to evaluate the
option, perhaps to imagirne it being carried out. No other optioas are consid-
ered, even though they exist in an "action queue" of options varying in their
availability, but the implementation oV the typical option is not automatic.
An example 4s a commander of a rescue team who knows what he wants to do but
sr. ll plays i-he images out in his mind once 0, twice before issuing the order.

File most complex case of RPP involves serial considerationi of options
(A-3). liere the evaluation is i:.,re seriousi. The favored option may be imple-
mented, or it may be modifi -d to fi.Lt the nellds CJf tIe cur: nt situation. In
some cases it is rejectr-d mLid the next moSt typical opLtl .n is selected [rot% ihe
action queue. e, sa,:iple is - cown;aoader tryin g to Le.SCeU an. un1corIsciouis wolian
fror;; an ov,2 rpas,; 1l1e CoiSidtIe rs the most typical harness rescueU, rca izc.; that "•
it will noL work , cuon i(Iers aniioher stanidard piece of rescue equI inment a,; a
secornd opI ion, t ect-CL tilat olur , -omes u1) wi ti a hii rd opt ion, a ladder b Lt,
thinks it thruuhhi, and then imiL lement, it. A s -:ies ot opt ion:, wtre coi-s .(
CtUd, but tL,:re wa;s IneVer a ;I roir ar i son of tCe r::i r i ti of o ei ()opt i0 vs. ;r:10[ hs I r.
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(A-1) Automatic RPD (A-2) Verified RPD (A-3) Serial RPD

Cues& owlege u~es & Knowledge Cues & Knowledge

Recognize G Recognize Gods Recognize Goals ]
Cntial uescritical Cues (Critical Cues

Typicality Lc_ _ca_ Cues_ Typicality Typicality
Expectancies Expectancies Expectancies

Action Action

Queue Queue

Typical Action #1 Action
Reaction Selection

Evaluation -- Evaluation

Implement Implement L Implement

L L Modify

Reject

Figure 4. Recognition-primed decision model.
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Actually, there are some additional components to the model to reflect how
the decision maker can verify or go through serial search for the recognition
of the situation, as well as the selection of the response.

What unifies all of these levels is that the decision making begins with a 0

pattern recognition (i.e., recognize typicality in Figure 4). The decision
maker uses all of the experience (i.e., cues and knowledge) gleaned from years
of practice to view an event as typical in some way that resembles Rosch and
Mervis' (1973) judgment of prototypicality. The recognition makes it obvious
what can be accomplished, what dangers exist, what critical cues must be moni-
tored, what expectations to form. The recognition also carries with it a

realization of a typical set of reactions, and the most typical is considered
first. This is quite efficient, since in most cases the most typical reaction
will be the one called for. No other work will be necessary, and that reaction
can be implemented. Sometimes, the decision maker may attempt to verify this
option by evaluating the conditions and the plausibility of successfully carry-
ing it out. And sometimes the decision maker may realize that it won't work,
that it needs to be modified. In the most complex case, the option will be
rejected as unworkable and another, somewhat less typical reaction will be
considered. But at no time will the decision maker attempt to generate more
than one option at a time, or to evaluate options by contrasting strengths and
weaknesses.

S
How does this model differ from the ones postulated by standard behavioral.,.•"-

decision theory? Those models, whether linked to Decision Analysis, Multi-
Attribute Utility Theory, or Elimination-by-Aspects, all focus on the options
and ignore the predecision processes. They are prescriptive models for apply-
ing the most powerful methods for evaluating a set of options. They are not
designed to handle strategies such as growing a better Option by modifying one

that is almost adequate.

One of the most serious drawbacks of analytical decision strategies is
that they take time to carry out. Studies have shown that analyti,-.. decision
strategies are not effective when there is less than one minute to respond
(Howell, 1984; Zakay & Wooler, 1984; Rouse, 1978). And these studies were
performed with tasks that were well-defined and clearly amenable to analytical

decision strategies. What would happen if the researchers used tasks that

included ambiguous and missing data? How many decision makers, feeling the
pressure of time, would begin an analytical process knowing that it might not
generate a useful answer at the end?

For these reasons it is important to supplement the standard decision
paradigms and decision models growing out of limited laboratory paradigms.
The research is typically done with artificial tasks, with limited contextual
nuances, using naive decision makers, ample time for decisions, and no personal
consequences for making poor decisions. The paradigms do not generalize well
to natural environments where there is usually time pressure, limited
resources, dynamic and amb ;uous goals. These paradigms have resulted in deci-

sion models that are extremely powerful but rarely applicable to coummand-and-
control situations.

Because the RPD model assumes that an acceptable course of action nmy be
chosen without conscious generat ion and evaluation of alternatives, the empha- 0
sis in this model is on what we have called situational awareness. "This view
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is similar to the ability of coup d'oeil de!;c:ibed by von Clausewitz (1943),
the skill of making a quick assessment of a situation and its requirements.
The RPD model is also consistent with theories of expertise which stress the

importance of perceptual/recognitional abilities over analytical power (de
Groot, 1978; Dreyfus, 1979; Klein & Calderwood, 1986; Klein & Peio, 1982).

For a time-limited task, concurrent eviluation may be impossible in many
cases. Even reducing the number of options and dimensions still places a heavy
load on the decision maker. Descriptively, the RPD model makes available to
the decision .a1kur a course of action at every point. The decision maker

begins with an initial option, and if a response is called for, this option is
executed. If there is time for some evaluation, it will be examined, accepted,
improved, or rejected for a second option which then becomes primed for imple-
mentation.

The RPD model ma, be useful in explaining some aspects of intuitive

decision making (Hammond, lHamm, Grassia, & Pearson, 1984); where experts use
recognitional and perceptual matching processes, it is understandable that they
would find it difficult to articulate the basis for their decisions. The RPD
model is also consistent with a general approach to the study of decision
making that emphasizes the actual mental heuristics people use in judgment
and choice. An earlier section on Behavioral Decision Thcory outlined this

appron(a. ?i greater detail. Unlike "optimal" decision models that are primar-
ly pre:.'cFcjntive, the RPD model is essentially descriptive. It is an account

of a process that allows people to proceed reasonably in many decision-making
L-ittirtions but does not insure optimal results.

Development of the CDM

Overview. The CDM was developed as part of a naturalistic study of deci-
sion making in the context of urban and wildland fireground command. Complete
details of the studies can be seen in Klein et al. (1985) and Klein et al. iT
(1987). Highly experienced command personnel in these two domains were studied
to determine the critical elements associated with expert task performance. A
semi-structured interview technique was developed as an initial prototype for
the knowledge elicitation methodology, loosely based on Flanagan's (1954)
critical i, c-ident method.

An Interview Guide was developed that took into consideration two distinct
aspects of problem structuring. First, the interview methodology was designed
to be relatively unstructured and free from interviewer bias. This was inteoded

to permit the details of decision making to emerge with the fire ground com-
mander's own perspective and emphasis intact. Second, the interview was sutfi-
ciently structured to avoid simply collecting unrelated narratives of isolatLed
experiences. The perspective required was one that directed the eXpert to
focus on those- elements of an incident which must affected decision making, and
to structure respon'.•es in ways that could be summarized along a specified set
of dimens Ions.

The solution to these two goals Itivolved asking the officer to describe ;1;

incident completely before any furthei elicitation was done. Tlhis proctdurc
appeared to be successful in establishint,, the klowl edgeC el i ctot, a- ;, liste, r
(rather than an i nterro',aLtor), and increas:d overall cooper.i i o:i. Al Lei Lieu
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incident had been related, it was explored in depth to obtain a timeline of the
event. The timeline focused on representing the actual sequencing and duration
of events, as well as the information and cues available at each decision
point. This technique clarified incident events and resolved questions and
inconsistencies in the developing knowledge base (see Figure 1 earlier). In
addition, the technique reactivated memory for much of the contextual knowledge
of the incident from more than a single time perspective, an approach which has
demonstrated utility in obtaining accurate eyewitness testimony (Geiselman,
Fisher, MacKinnon, & Holland, 1985).

The first step in the analysis was to reconstruct the narrative of the

incident, attempting to capture in as rich a detail as possible the incident
scene from the point of view of the expert. Notes and timelines were checked
against tapes of the interview sessions and interview notes as a guideline for
the quality of incident selection and completeness.

Using the timeline and incident account, each incident was then structured
into the decision format which forms the basis of the analysis. A decision
point was generally defined as a point in time when alternative decisions or
courses of action could have been chosen or taken. The analysis of decision
points documented the nature and chronology of the expert's situational assess-
ment and each decision point obtained from the Incident Account. This analysis
was largely inferential and was accomplished according to a specified coding
scheme outlined in detail below.

We have used the CDM in a variety of different settings- data analysts
(Klein, Maher, Zakay, & Kessel, 1987), fireground commanders (Klein,
Calderwood, & Clinton-Cirocco, 1986; Calderwood, Crandall, & Klein, 1987),
design engineers (Klein & Brezovic, 1986), tank platoon leaders (Brezovic,
Klein, & Thordsen, L987), wildland firefighters (Taynor, Klein, & Thordsen,
1987), paramedics (Crandall & Klein, 1987), command-and-control officers
(Thordsen, Brezovic, & Klein, 1987), MIS specialistics (Crandall et al.,
1988). We have not run the CDM the same way in every setting. The time

availability for interviews affects the number of questions we can ask, and the
needs of sponsors determines the probes we use.

Therefore, we will first describe the basic CDH strategy, and then go
into details about options and criteria for using different probes. 4

6

In its most stripped-down form, the CDM is an interview method consisting
of the following stages: identifying a critical incident to probe, obtaining a
brief narrative description of the incident, probing about shirts in situa-
tional assessment during the incident, probing about decision points during the

incident. In almost all the applications we have found it useful and often
necessary to prepare a tineline of key events (cues and actions) during the
incident. We have almost always found it valuable and necessary to allow the
interviewee to draw a map and t,, describe events in the context of that map.

*he identification of a critical incident depends on the needs of the
study. We look for recent incidents, usually within the previous 3 months.
however we have found that m,'mory for critical incidents appears quite good,-4

even after a year or more. "ihese are vivid incidents, sometimes with 1 ives at
stake. They have been thought about and discusbed in the intervening thte. I We
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look for incidents where experience was important, where someone with less
experience would have possibly been unable to be effective. We also look for
errors, since these are good sources of data about the uses of knowledge.

The brief narrative seems important to gain an overall perspective on the
event, and to improve rapport with the interviewee. We try not to interrupt,
but we sometimes ask for clarifications as we take notes.

The probes for situation assessment focus on the cues that were vital for

the interviewee's understanding of goals, options, cues to monitor, dynamics,
expectancies. We concentrate on new cues and items of information that led to
a shift in situational assessment (e.g., a new goal was substituted for a pre--
vious one) or led to elaborations of goals into more specific sub-goals. We
try to identify the critical cues during the incident, and the causal factors
that affecteO strategy and ex;)ectations.

The probes for decision points focus on places during the incident where

there were alternative actions possible. These may have been alternatives that
the decision maker considered at the time, or alternatives that other decision
makers might have selected, especially if they were less experienced. We probe
the advantages and disadvantages of each option, and soue of the reasons for
their not being selected. Sometimes we subdivide this into probes about the
interviewee's understanding of the situation, compared to alternative hypothe-
ses, and probes about options.

Table 1 presents the types of probes we have used thus far, along with a
description of the information obtained from each. We can describe different
forms of knowledge as follows:

(a) structural knowledge about scripts and rules,
(b) perceptual discriminations and perceptual pattern recognition,
(c) conceptual patterns and discriminations including causal factors

and their implications,
(d) analogues and metaphors,
(e) judgments of prototypicality and familiarity.

These are not intended as a theory of knowledge, and we will not want
to argue that they are distinct categories. Their function is to help us to
explain the types of information wE, get from each of the probe types in
Table 1.

N'
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Table I

CDM Probe Types and Their Capabilities

Forms of Knowledge

CDM Probes (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Structure Perceptual Conceptual Analogues Prototypes

1. DP options X
2. Cues X X
3. Causal Factors X X
4. Goal Shifts X
5. Analogues X
6. Errors X X X X
7. Hypotheticals X X
8. Desired data X
9. (Task Analysis) X4

The probe types are as follows.

1. DP options refers to the decision points for which there were differ-
ent ways to unh.,rstand the situation and different options possible. For exam-
ple, in studying design engineers a decision point was the refresh rate used by Ao
the computer driving a display. In the firefighter study, a decision point was
whether to make a rescue using a Kingsley harness, a Howd strap, or a ladder
belt.

2. Cues refers to the primarily sensory data that affected the under-
standing of t!ie situation. In the firefighter study, one incident addressed
the color of smoke coming out of a building, as a cue to the heat of the fire.
In the tank platoon leader study, the visible terrain was often critical as a
cue for anticipating the actions of the opposing force.

3. Causal factors were the dynamics affecting what was expected, what 7.
could be accomplished, etc. In the firefighter study, the composition of the
building was usually a factor affecting the speed of the spread of the fire.
The method of roof construction affected whether firefighters could be sent
onto the roof. In the wildl.and firefighting study, knowledge about the tempo-
rary disruption of communications affected the path selected by a leader who
needed to make sure he knew where the fire was heading.

4. Goal shifts were radical changes in situational assessment. In the
L irefighting study, this might be a realization that the fire was too advanced(

to be put out, and what was needed was to immediately evacuate the resideUtS of0
the building.

'Z23"
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5. Analogues were previous incidents that were similar to aspects of the
current incident, and suggested causal factors to monitor, goals to select, or
options to implement. In the firefighter study the recollection of how a bill-
board crashed into the street when its supports were burned away influenced a
commander to order the crowds moved back.

6. Errors were admissions of poor situational assessment and/or option
selection. In the tank study, the ineffective establishment of an overview
position reflected the inability of the cadet officer to sense what the
other tank officers could see, and what the enemy could see.

7. Hypotheticals were probes about sequences that did not occur but might
have. One of the nmre useful hypotheticals was employed in the wildland fire-
fighting study about what might have happened if an action had not been taken.
This showed the expectancies and the reasons that motivated the action.

8. Desired data were probes about information that would have been
desired to aid in the decision process. In the command-and-control study we
asked about missing information and were told about the value of more specific
data on enemy location, and also about the location of friendly forces.

9. Task Analysis. This is not a CDM probe, but is sometimes used as an
adjunct to the CDM, to define the structure of the task. In the data analyst
study we established the overall procedures and objectives of the task before
presenting information about the expertise needed.

As can be seen in Table 1, the different types of probes obtain different
types of information about 'he knowledge used by experts in handling non-
routine events. How does this work in practice? The best way to answer this
question is by reviewing previous CDM efforts.

In one study of paramedics, we needed to probe about perceptual discrimi-
nations in order to determine how they were able to recognize heart attock
victims. 1.e needed to probe conceptual knowledge to understand how they inter-
preted the:;e perceptual data. We needed to define their judgments of proto-
typicatity to see how they were distinguishing different types of victims.

In a study of HIS personnel there was no interest in perceptual discrimi-
nations. Rather, the emphasis was on conceptual patterns and disciminations,
and prototypes. The same was true for the study of data analysts. It was also
true in a study evaluating the performance of Army and Air Force loadinasters,
where perceptual cues were of little relevance.

In developing an expert system for the Air Force, we needed to elicit
knowledge about the survivability/vulnerability of structures utnder the stress
of blast waves. Here, there was a need to probe about perceptual cues ill data
tracings, along with conceptual knowledge and prototypes.

I.
r

In our basic research experiments onil firefighters, all tLhe forms of
knowledge described in Table 1 are relevant.
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There is one additional type of probe that we have not mentioned in
Table 1, and that is about images. Images are not a form of knowledge, and yet
they seem central to the way experts evaluate options they want to implement,
and we try to probe them when they come up. We have seen it in virtually all
the studies we have performed. An example is the firefighter who ran through
several repetitions of an image of how an unconscious car-accident victim was
going to be supported prior to initiating the rescue.

Interview Guide. The purpose of the intervie, guide is to structure the
overall elicitation approach and to provide a format for presenting specific
probes. The general structural elements of the guide are discussed below,
followed by an example of the interview guide format as applied to a specific
decision domain. We are using a study of urban firefighters (Calderwood et
al., 1987) as the context for the following discussion.

1. Introduction. This sction focused on introducing the expert to the
eliciL..tLioa process. It gave the expert a reason for the study, provided a
rationale for the process and served to establish a rapport between the expert
and the interviewer. Background data concerning the expert were collected
during this phase of the elicitation, and included (but were not limited to)
demographics (e.g., age, sex), command experience (e.g., rank, years of expe-
rience, positions held), and training history.

2. Incident selection. This segment of the elicitation focused on the
selection of an incident for discussion. Guidelines were provided to help
the expert select an appropriate incident. A preliminary criterion was an
incident that present a particular comwand or decision-making challenge. The
expert was assisted in this process by examples of possible command or deci-
sion-making challenges including (but not limited to) unustal risk to life,
non-standard operating procedures, and mistakes or errors in judgment.

3. Situation assessment. This aspect of the elicitation focused on
obtaining a description of both (a) the history of the incident and details
leading to the situation being described, and (b) the processes used by the
expert in making an assessment of the situation. The RPD model posits situa-
tion assessment as an initial stage in recognitional decision making. This
probe was a carefully construLted step to elicit as complete a picture as
possible of the expert's conscious assessment of the decision situation.

4. Goal identification. This aspect of the elicitation focused on
identifying the particular goal or command objective the expert was attempting
to achieve. Goal elicitation was done by direct questioning of what. the expert
intended to accomplish, subsidiary goals, and the decision or command objec-
tives. Primary inputs to the situation assessment stage of the RPDJ model
include objectives and goals. Though evaluation of goals is not a cenLral
focus of the model, th12y play an important role in structuring situation
assesslellnt.

5. Deliberation of decision, making. This aspect of the elicitatiou
focu.ned on ident fying the confents of the expert 's delfberations during the
incident. DirectL questioning was u.ed to elicit such elements as (a) options
that were considered, (b) Iuforuratoion that was requi red, (c) rules usecd to
select oltions, (d) processes used to assist iii deliberation (e.g., mental
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imagery), (e) length of deliberation, and (f) conscious assessment of delibera-
tion. Of all the probe stages in the interview, this was the most detailed.
Its contents were used to understand both the situation assessment and evalua-
tion stages of the RPD model when possible and to obtain information on ana-
lytical decision making in which options were clearly enumerated and evaluated.
This material was primarily oriented towards basic research to help us evolve a
better RPD model. For applied studies there would be no need to probe about
conscious deliberation. The following discussion retains many of these basic
research probes.

An Application of the Interview Guide. The interview guide was applied to
the study of command expertise in groups of both urban and wildland fireground
commanders. The fireground command task is one that requires considerable
years of training and experience to perform and calls for high-level strategic
and tactical decision-making abilities.

The purpose of the elicitation was to obtain a knowledge base of the
critical decision-nmaking skills used in performing this comwand task. An
interview guide was prepared based on the general outline discussed above. A
complete version of the guide for the urban fireground command study can be
seen in Appendix A.

The guide first introduced the elicitation study and then elicited rele-
vant background information about each expert. This was followed by a descrip-
tion of the type of incident the knowledge elicitor wanted to probe. For
example, the urban fireground officer was asked "to relate all the events from
the time the alarm was received, focusing on his comamands and critical deci-
sions." Specific probes were utilized to prompt the elicitation process,
These are shown in Table 2 for the urban fireground case and Table 3 for the
wildland fireground case.

. 'k

Table 2

Incident Probes for Urban Fireground Commander Knowledge Base

Probe Type Probe Content

Analogy Pick the most similar/helpful case.
Describe the differences.

Scenario Does the incident fit a standard
scenario that you have ever seen
or been trained for? N

Number of incidents How many incidents like this have
yuu been involved in overall? At
a command 1.eve l?
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Two categories of probes were utilized: incident probes and decisiron
probes. Incident probes (Table 2) were designed to insure that the scenario
selected by the officer fit the requirements of a decision presenting a unique
command challenge. Decision probes (Table 3) focused on specific components of
the RPD and analytic models of decision making. Data from the application of
these probes were used tc construct an incident account, an example of which
can be seen in Appendix B for the urban fireground knowledge base. The inci-
dent account was considered the primary data source for further coding and
analysis of the scenario.

Table 3

Decision Probes for Wildland Fireground Commander Knowledge Base

Probe Type Probe Content

Goal elicitation What was the command objective?

Information :.jurces What information relevant to the
decision was available and how was it
obtained?

Information confidence How confident was the officer in the
information?

Decision options What other options were considered?

Decision basis How was this option selected? What rule
was being followed?

Conscious assessment How conscious was the officer that he was
making a decision?

Critical experience What specific training or experience was
necessary to make this decision?

Novice mistakes How might a less experienced officer have
behaved differently? Where are mistakes
most likely?

Potential aiding If the decision was not the best, what
training, knowledge, or information was ,
missing which could have aided the

deccis ion?
A,

Time pressure How much Lime pressure was involved i-
making this decision? V"

N
Decision time How long was taken in actu:ally mlaking t, h

deci s ton?

2 7
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CDM Products

The value of the CDM in applied settings is the nature of the products it
generates. In order to be useful it must be able to present an accurate
description of the bases of expert decision making. Not only must it be able
to elicit knowledge, but it must be able to represent the data and communicate
the data to personnel who want to apply the products to organizational goals.

We are still learning how to develop and ptesent CDM data. The following
discussion will describe types of products that we have generated with the CDM.

Critical Cue Inventory. The Critical Cue Inventory (CCI) is an inventory V

of the information and perceptual cues that the expert used in assessing a
situation. Specific probes for critical cues are shown in Table 3 under infor- 4
mation sources. Obtaining critical cues for decisions based on the RPD model
was particularly difficult just as it is difficult for virtually every knowl-
edge elicitation method. The recognitional nature of these decisions made
information cues less accessible to consciousness. Where time pressures were
less extreme and opportunities for deliberation were available, critical cues
could be obtained more easily.

The strongest use of a CCI thus far has been in our study of paramedics.
The CCI consisted of the cues in context, for recognizing heart attack victims
during and prior to their showing standard symptoms. This CCI is serving as
the basis for a medical videotape to train perceptual discrimilaLiuns.

Situation Assessment Record. Because the RPD model treats decision making
as a form of complex pattern matching, much of the expertise elicited appears
as situational assessment. This reflects an expert's understanding of the
dynamics of a particular case and is the basis for the ability to recognize
cases as examples of standard prototypes. Often, an initial situation assess-
ment is maintained throughout an incident, with new information serving to
elaborate on what was originally known. Changes in situational assessment are
defined as the receipt of new factual information, or a perceived change in the
nature of observed cues.

The documentaLion of situation assessment was doune by a checkli3t of
dimensions reflecting different classes of causal factors that are learned and
interpreted by the expert to suggest and constrain courses of action. The
dynamics of situation assessment were inferred from Lhe expertise needed to
interpret new facts and perceive changes. The elaboration of the required
expertise took the form of a knowledge analysis based on critical cues (see
Critical Cue Inventory).

An examvaple of a checklist used to develop a Situatiou Assessment Record
for the fireground commander knowledge base is shown in Table 4.

The niine situation assessmenit dimensions in Table 4 reflect the features
used by firuground off liers in their incident accounts and were, developed by
referi [ig to the Critical Cue Inventory.
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Table 4

Situation Assessment Checklist for Urban Fireground Commander Knowledge Base

Dimension Cues

Problem a. smoke: color, amount, trox!.cit
b. fire: amount, locatioi
c. explosior potential

d. chemicals
e. rate of change

Structure a. type: factory, house, ,:,tfice , vehicle,

etc.
b. materials: wood, brick

c. architecture: special features
d.• age

Problem x Structure a. seat of fire

b. possibilities for movement

Weather a. temperature
b. moisture
c. wind: velocity, direction

Risk to Life a. direct cues
b. knowledge of potential risk
c. special populations: elderly, disabled

etc.

Risk to Firefighters

Nature of Attack a. progress

b. hindrances

Resources a. what Is availablp
b. what is needed

c. special needs

Goals Ast;essiient a. search and rescue
b. fire control

c. property conservation

The Situation Assessment iRecod (SAR) is a procedure for de.scribii.'' the
dynamic shifts during an Dicident . At each point, the critical cue.' Iqre
defined along with current goals. Time Decision Poiints (DI's) probed are repre-
sented aL that level. As new intorlmat ion i.; ree i uV tid, th at iolnal awarct'le55-

changes: in a SA-Elaboration the goals become i1ore e'xpC l i cit, ;1:1! in a SA-.OMhft
the goals are rejected and replaced.
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Table 5 shows a schematic for a SAR. In Table 5, SA-1 is the situation

awareness when the incident began and includes the cues and goals upon which
decision points (DPs) 1 and 2 were based. The receipt of additional informa-
tion led to a deeper situation awareness (SA-2) which permitted elaboration of S
the original goals. Later information, not in keeping with the initial cues,
caused an alteration in the situation awareness (SA-3) leading to the rejection
of the original goals and the establishment of new ones. The final three deci- I
sions were made based upon this altered situation awareness.

We have used the SAR primarily for basic research purposes, to discuss
various cases and dynamics.

Table 5 13•,I
Situational Awareness Record 8

SA-1 Cues/Goals

DP-l DP- 2

Options Options
Rationale Rationale

SA-2 Elaboration - Cues/Goals

DP - 3
Options
Rationale

SA-3 Shift - Cues/Goals .,'2.,

D11 - 4 DP - 5 DP - 6
Options Options Options

Rationale Rationale Rationale -

Another method of representing SA is a more formal symbolic represonitation
of SA aspects. Figure 5, from a study by Brezovic, Klein, & Thordscn, 1987, on

tank platoon leaders illustrates this method. It shows typical cycles of situ-
ation aspect category use that both student tank platoon leaders and insiruc-
tors went through at particular decision points. The DPs are shown in the
diamond-shaped symbols. This has been developed as an effective means of let-

ting readers visualize the difference in SA between experts and novices.

A last method is simply to present the SA of experts and novices side by
side, in verbal format, for the same decisions. This was also done for the
study of tank platoon leaders, and was very effective in portraying the

increased sons it Ivity of experts to contextual nuances.

Decision Point Analysis. 'r'lue purpose of the Decision l'uiiit An.,lysis wa.,i
to create a deLta i led account of the dec isionls or course ol act ioui that could I-SW

have been taken by the expert. Lach (uCL A on po i lt in the I-ncidvnt Account w'a;
.
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characterized in terms of a number of dimensions and according to a set of
specific criteria for each dimension. The analysis considered four distinct
components of decision making: evaluation of options, implementation of .tc-
tions, process characteristics, and timing. These are described below. •t
must be remembered that the Decision Point Analysis seems to be primarily use-
ful for basic research into decision making.

1. Evaluation of options. The evaluation of options component examin.!d
in detail the manner in which options or possible courses of actions were gen-
erated and evaluated. Evaluation was regarded as a cognitive feasibility test-
ing (see Recognition-Primed Decision Model), either by comparison with other
options or actions in a queue, or according to a set of evaluation criteria. A
distinction was made between actions implemented as a direct result of situa-
tion assessment (i.e., recognitional decisions) and actions implemented after a
conscious deliberation thdt compared multiple options (i.e., analytic deci-
sions).

2. Implementation of actions. This component detaileA the expert's

deliberations concerning both the method and timing associated with taking a
chosen action. Judgmental processes dealing with strategic and tactical
aspects of action implementation were documented, along with critical situation
cues used to determine the appropriate timing of an action. These qualities
of judgment are extremely critical in the performance of dynamic tasks and are
typically learned only through extensive experience. Analyses of the compo-
nents of these judgments can be used to develop refined training models by
pinpointing the cues experts utilize. These can be taught in the context of
simul3tion exercises or as part of narratives illustrating particular instances
of decision expertise.

3. Process characteristics. This portion of the analysis was designed to
characterize the nature of the mental processes used by experts in managing the
decision problem. Delineations were made between recognitional, unconscious
processes, and analytic, highly structured processes and other heuristics proc-
esses such as analogical reasoning and mcatal imagery.

4. Timing. This component of the analysis documented the amount of time
taken by the expert to perform assessment and evaluation functions. It is used
a- a means of gauging the opportunity for aiding task coLmponents. Ongoing
tasks (e.g., monitoring) or tasks for whirih significantly large amounts of time
are afforded are more amenable to the application of aids than are tasks that
require quick responses in a short time frame.

Examples of Decision Point Analysis. The decision point analysis struc-
ture outlined above was applied to the study of both the urban and wildland
iireground knowledge domains. Tables 6 and 7 illustrate how the decision point
analysis was implemented in analyzing the incident accounts for each of these
two tasks. Co 13plete details of the data collection and substantive findings
appear in Klein, Calderwood, and Clinton-Cirocco (1985) for the urban fire-
ground command example and in Klein and Taynor (1987) for tie wi ldfire commanid
example. In both cases, the analysis was b oken down into separate stages,
each involving a set of categoL 'Ls and cr, ia The stages are instantiatioiIS
of the Decision Point Ainalysis co.;poilents ULtLlined above; the categories and
criteria ref lect components of th, R1'D and analytic decision :odel• detailed
earlier.
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Table 6

Model of Decision Point Analysis for Urban
Fireground Commander Knowledge Base

Stage Categories Criteria _

COMMAND LEVEL Command Level Decisions affecting the overall attack
plan.

Non-command level Monitoring and coordinating activities.

SITUATION Serial Situation Deliberation about nature of problem;
ASSESSMENT Evaluation tests possible hypotheses serially.

Concurrent Situation Deliberation about nature of problem;
Evaluation simultaneously considers all aspects.

OPTION Serial Option Deliberation about options; evaluates
EVALUATION Evaluation options serially.

Concurrent Option Deliberation about options; simulLane-
Evaluation ously considers possible options.

OPTIONS Standard Options explicitly taught or written
CONSIDERED down

Typical Contextually bound; apparent to other
similarly cowpetent officers.

Constructed No standard operating procedures could
be described; creative problem solvingrequired.

OPTION Abstract process Decision making strategy could be
SELECTION explicitly taught; fairly easily

articulated.

Analogue process Highly experimential process; highly
context sensitive.

IMAGERY Used/Not used Evidence of imagery related processes;
mental pictures.

DECISION Time for situation Self reports of clock time.
TIEMPO assessment, action

evaluation, imple-
mentation evaluation

STRESS LEVEL High/Low Self reports of stress.

ATTACK NO1LE Offeisive/Defens ive Self reports of strategic orienLatlion.
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In addition to the analytic components central to the Decision Point
Analysis approach, other components were added according to attributes specific
to each task. For example, the urban fireground command task was much faster
paced than the wildland fireground command task. Consequently, the manner of
attack took on special significance to the command expert and required atten-
tion in the analysis.

Case Studies. One of the most vivid outputs of the CDM is the stories
themselves, the brief anecdotes of how critical decisions were understand and
handled. We have found that many people engaged in administrative tasks much
prefer these concrete examples and case studies to abstract tabulations of
decision types, etc. These data should not be overlooked as training materi-
als. We have used brief case studies to describe the expertise of data ana-
lysts to a sponsor investigating the possibility of building an expert system.
As a result of the sponsor's new understanding, the expert system project was l

abandoned.

Summary

There are many ways to implement the CDM. In each of them, the focus is
on critical decisions and probes of situational assessment and decision poilLs.

But the variety of applications can differ greatly. Ie have used the CDH to
explore the flow of decision making within single events. We have used it to
examine specific decision points, comparing experts and novices. tie have
probed experts alone at specific decision points without gathering situational
assessment record data or looking at the dynamic flow of the incident.

tie have found that thu method generates good reactions frora subjects and
users both. The subjects seem to prefer it to other psychological testing
methods that rely on raper ai:d pencil tasks or probe for more and more rules.
The CDM seems to do a better job of respecting their expertise. It lets them
tell their stories, especially the ones they are most proud of or inLeresLed
in. Often we encounter suspicion when we enter a new domain but by the time we
have done some probing their reactions transform into curiosity, and then
pride. People we wjre not planning to interview have come up and volunteered
to participate, because tLhey want to have their expertise recorded. Virtually
every time we have finished a report and showin it to the subjlcts, they have
been pleased with the accura y of the account, and on s;ome occasions have shown
it to other people whom they want to understand better the way they think.

Compared to the r.ile controlled protocol analysis mnethods, the CDM has
advantages by probing actual incidents, within a context, and by Lrying to
reflect the most important aspects of that context.
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DECISION-AIDING AND TRAINING IMPLICATIONS

Identifying Decision-Aiding Opportunities

Decision-aiding technologies are those that provide assistance and support
to decision making either by improving (a) the knowledge and information bases
used as inputs to a decision-making effort, or (b) the processes used as part
of the structuring, combining, and analysis of that information.

The design of decision aid and support technologies generally begins with

a model of the task to be performed. Often the model selected is a normative

one, such as a decision analytic model. The rationale generally given for this
choice is that such models provide optimal solutions to a problem and cannot be
ourterformed by humans' natural abilities. An alternative and arguably more
accurate reason is that systems designers are often far removed from the sub-
stantive aspects of the tasks with which they deal. Tasks are modeled in the
abstract according to highly generalized principles that are familiar to them
and that obey known rules and relationships. Problems modeled in this way are
often more elegant and tractable intellectually than is the case if the problem
is dealt with in terms of its actual substance. Unfortunately, however, the
task is then fit to the model rather than the model to the task. Consequently,
opportunities for aiding and support are sought by looking to the designer's
abstract model rather than to the task's substantive elements.

The knowledge elicitation approach presented here is intended as a first
step toward remedying this deficiency in the system design process by develop-
ing a set of methodologies for identifying critical elements in task perform-
ance in terms that directly relate to the task as defined by those who perform
it. This approach argues that experts in a task possess an understanding of
the critical elements in task performance which, if properly modeled, can pro-
vide both structural and substantive specifications for the cask. Those speci-

fications can be used as a basis for selecting task components that are
potentially amenable to aiding. These could be selected by applying a number

of criteria, including:

I. criticality: The more critical a component is for overall task
performance, the more important it becomes to have the cumponent performed
accurately and reliably. Identification of criticality can be done by expert
judgment or by modeling the task in terms that emphasizes the linkage between
task components. Components that are important precursors or inputs to other
components are also more critical.

2. temporal sufficiency: A great number of deci'iion tasks must be per-
formed within a dynamic context. Consequently, constraints exist on the amount
of time available for the performance of a task component before a window of
opportunity has passed. In such contexts, decision performance can be improved
if the decision maker is afforded a greater degree of temporal flexibility by
the application of a decision aid. For example, a critical component in many
decision domains is situation assessment; the sooner a situation can be accu-
rately assessed, the sooner appropriate actions can be taken. In fast-paced
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environmeuts such as fire control, a relatively small improvement in the amount
of time required to perform situation assessment can have a large impact on the
quality of a decision maker's performance.

3. quality of human performance: Even experts are not always exceptional
at all aspects of the tasks they perform. Aspects of the environment in which
they work can force upon them tasks that are inherently difficult for humans to
do and make them prone to errors. Highly trained, expert pilots, for example,
are required to execute pre-flight checklists to insure that important task
elements will not be overlooked due to limitations in their ability to remember
the large number of details associated with preparing an aircraft for flight.

4. technical achievability: Not all identified opportunities for deci-
sion aiding will be technically feasible. The technical achievability of deci-
sion aids varies along a continuum. Highly generalized process aids are the
most difficult to construct. This category includes aids intended to enhance
cognitive processes such as generation of decision options. In general, the
more domain-independent a decision aid becomes, the more difficult it is to
technically execute. Highly achievable aids, in a relative sense, are those
that present, collate or summarize information relevant to specific aspects of
task performance. These include aids designed to enhance perceptual organiza-
tion (e.g., displays), provide databases of technical information, or assist in
preplanning for decision making.

These criteria lead to the following kinds of questions which if included
as part of the knowledge elicitation approach described in this report can be
useful in identifying specific decision aids and support elements.

Task difficulty:

Given a model of the task, what task elements does the expert perform
well? What elements are performed poorly?

What elements of the task does the expert say are difficult to perform?

What are the specific sources of stress in task performance? Can the
stress be relieved by support and training?

What would the expert like in the way of assistance and support?

Time requirements:

Where is Lime a critical factor? %

How can the tempo of the :ask be reduced?

Information requitet.:ents:

What daLa bases are required?

Are they accessible in a meaningful time trame?
Uhere is iniformation highly time sensitive?

Uheure is information inSufIMcLUent?
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Where is there more information thin can be adequately synthesized by
the expert?

Where can information be made more meaningful? Translated into
knowledge?

Communication requirements:

What messages need to be sent to others?

In what time framc?

How difficult is this?

What languages or codes are used?

How can they be improved?

Tool use:

What tools are currently in use?

How are they used? :!

1ow can their use be improved? Alteration? Instructions? Training?

Are there tools that can be adapted to other aspects of the task?
S

Are there tools from other tasks that can be adapted to the task?

Identifying Opportunities for Improvement of Training

An important question to ask of any training program is why it is being
conducted. A proper formulation of the basic goal of training is important in
identifying opportunities for how it might be improved. One important goal of
training is preparati,,n for further training. This goal is often emphasized in
programs that prepare individuals for on-the-job training in the field under
the supervision of those who have achieved a level of expertise. For example,
an automobile mechanic might undergo a training program that emphasizes famili- 0
arity with autoinobile nomenclature as preparatory to learning troubleshooting
procedures.

A second goal of training is proficiency in a skill prior to performance.
Sometimes people are required to perform tasks only very rarely, or perhaps
only once. Emergency procedures for aircraft pilots are one example, high-risk .
combat missions are another. In these kinds of situations, there is no uppor-
tunity for remediation or for close supervision by experts. The individual
must learn the task to a high level of proficiency outside the real world con-
text. Training for this mode of performance is often done in highly realisLic
exercises (e.g., flight s1inulation) with expensive training aids. Therefore,

V+',
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this kind of training places a strong emphasis on the creation of realistic
training environments. Enhancement of environmental fidelity constitutes a
major category of improvements to a training program of this kind.

A thiru goal of training is sustainment. In many tasks, some skills are
applied more frequently than others. People often lose proficiency for skills
that are applied infrequently. Remediation is a means of improving proficiency
in skills that have lost their sharpness over time. Improving this category of
training can be done by developing better techniques for identifying reductions
in skills proficiency. Non-intrusive measures of skills proficiency that can
be applied in the field are one possibility. Observational or interview tech-
niques that identify, post-hoc, the types of errors made in task performance M
are another.

Traditional approaches to building training programs usually begin with a
model of instructional system design (ISD). Though many variants on ISD exist,
all generally share some commua elements. The design process begins with an
analysis stage in which training requirements are defined (e.g., needs, con-
straints, target population), an instructional program is set out (e.g., goal
definition, task specification, media requirements, performance levels), and
existing resources for training are surveyed and evaluated for suitability. In
the second stage, the training program is designed; this includes definition
and specification of tasks, instructional objectives, entry knowledge, learn-
ing-task sequencing, assessment standards, and instructional materials. In the
final stage, the training program is developed: learning activities are pre-
pared, test items are developed, and instructional goals are reviewed and modi-
fied.

This approach is essentially a bottom-up orientation to instruction. It
assumes that mastery of a skill must be achieved by incremental attainment of
lower skill levels. Expertise is defined as an aggregation of knowledge
through successful accomplishment of subordinate skills. It tacitly assumes
that skilled performance is decomposable into ever finer increments of knowl-
edge that can be trained independently. To its advantage, the ]SD approach can
be employed successfully to build training programs for basic skills, and
deliver training cost-effectively to large numbers of individuals. However, at
upper skill levels, it is much less attractive as a design approach (Klein,
1978). Expert skills are difficult to decompose according to an ISD format,
performance requirements for testing and evaluation are extremely difficult to
define, and learning objectives are difficult to specify. '1the phenomenological
nature of expert performance requires that a different tack be taken to bridg-
ing the gap between the well-schooled novice and the well-experienced expert.

An alternative approach to ISD b-gins with the assumption that expertise is
experiential in nature. Over a long period of time, the expert has accumulated
a vast storehouse of knowledge concerning situations that might be faced,
actions that are effective, and judgmental and decision-making strategies that
work. Some of this information can be articulated easily and directly, and
some of it cannot. The novice, rather than being schooled in the elements of
the task, interacts directly with the expert in an experiential context,
observes what che expert does, questions the expert when appropriate, receives
the expert's rebukes when mistakes are emade, and comes to learn the task holis-
tically from performance and experience. This is not a new approach; it embod-
ies eleiments of what has at otLer tines been called the "socratic" teaching
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method. The novice learns from the master in a one-on-one (or one-on-few)
format. The "Suzuki" method of musical instruction is somewhat akin to this
approach; music theory instruction is shunned in favor of immediate, student-
motivated performance, and the "expert" is present ýo guide the development of
promising skills.

Building an instructional program on these principles requires an under-

that one avenue to achieving expertise is to teach it directly. By careful

study of expert solutions to a wide range of situations, a "data base" of
expertise can be developed for a task that is a useful resource tor transfer-

ring upper-level knowledge to others. That data base should include not only
the actions that the expert took in a given situation, but also the rationale
behind the actions and the mental deliberations involved in assessment and
choice. The knowledge elicitation methodology described here has as one of its
goals the development of such a knowledge base. It is premised on the alterna-
tive instructional assumptions outlined above and is designed to tap distinc-

tive elements of expertise that define global qualities such as leadership,
executive, and command abilities. These qualities are essentially unteachable
by the traditional ISD approach.

S
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SUMMARY

This report has presented a general approach for conducting knowledge
elicitation of experts in the context of command decision making. To date, the
majority of knowledge base development processes have emphasized the use of
highly structured methodological tools designed to fit conveniently into the
knowledge representation schemes of expert systems and instructional design
technologies. To their credit, they lead to knowledge bases that are readily
operated on by computer technologies, both hardware and software. To their
detriment, they fail to preserve the contextual aspects of decision making and
call upon experts to relate their experiences in unnatural and often meaning-
less ways.

The approach developed here was derived from cognitively based models of
decision making rather than fron the needs of a knowledge representation

scheme. Grounded in the principles of process tracing and protocol analysis,
the methodology elicits specific components and focuses on critical components
of information and information utilization that define experLiie.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR THE URBAN FIREGROUND KNOWLEDGE ELICITATI > h \_

FIREGROUND DECISION INTERVIEW GUIDE AND DATA RECORD
S

Department ; Interview date:

Conducted by:

Transcribed by: __

Interview time/transcription time (in man hours)

I. INTRODUCTION

Describe purpose of the study - learn about how experts such as command

level fire officers make decisions under extreme time stress. Klein Associates
(small industrial psychology company established in 1978). Interview will
focus on decisions made at fires which were demanding from a command perspec-
tive. Approximately 2 hours to conduct interview.

II. BIOGRAPIIICAL DATA

Name/rank:

Firefighting Experience (years, where, positions held, approx. dates): K
Optional remarks (special training, job satisfaction, etc.):

III. INCIDENT DATA

A. Choice of Critical Incident

The incident may have been preselected as recent in-ident of interest.
If not, officer should choose most recent incident which presented a challenge.
In general, the more serious the incident, the more likely it will be that e

rommand, rather than procedure will play an important role. Any factors -,:ich

make the incident exceptional in some way should be considered, such as risk to
life, non-standard operations which were employed, mistakes which were d
etc. Errors in judgment may be particularly informative.

Note why incident was selected:

Recent High risk Disappointment Non-routine

Other



B. Officer's Incident Account

Officer is asked to relate all the events from the time the alarm was
received, focusing on his commands and critical decisions. This part of the
interview should be unstructured to allow the perspective of the officer to
emerge. Probes on decision making and timeline details should be carefully
timed so as to interfere as little possible as with important points the offi-
cer wishes to make.

C. Probing for Specific Information

1. Timnline details. Because we are so interested in how time pres-
sure affects decision making, we wish to gather as much information as possible
as to the sequencing and duration of events occurring at the fireground. The
timeline also functions to clarify and even aid the officer in recalling the
incident. If this is difficult for the officer, stress that relative time
information is more important than clock time. It may be possible to check
certran leLails against supporting documents (some incidents are reported in
timeline form as part of the incident report).

2. Decision/Command Probes

In ganeral we are interested in finding out all that wu can about how a
flre ground commander makes decisions on the fire ground, including critical
decigLons which were faced, options considered at each decision point (why one
was chosen, others rejected), strategies employed, critical information availa-
bie and lacking, etc. During the interview, the interviewer will identify and
probe key decisions which were made at the scene.

The Timeline can serve as a partial checklist for the type of informa-
tLion which we wish to have for each key command/decision. Additional probes
,kro P tore or less relevant or important depending on the nature of the incident
and the type of information revealed in the incident account. A number of
pro•-- for the type of information considered central to this study are listed
o-t the Liv.xt page. Although this list can serve as a checklist, it is best for
the interviewer to be thoroughly familiar with these probes and to judge when
thry -re most appropriate.
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Keylabel KEY COMMAND/DECISIONS

GOAL What was the decision/command objective?

INFO/SOURCE What information relevant to the decision was available and
how was it obtained?

INFO/CONF How confident was officer of information (low, med, high)?

OPTIONS What other options were considered?

BASIS how was this option selected? (What rule was being followed?
If no rule, probe for use of analogy, scenario, etc.)

CONSCIOUS How conscious was officer of making decision?

GRIT EXP What specific training or experience was necessary to make
this decision? (at what point iii his career would the officer
not have had the requisite knowledge to make a good decision).

MISTAKE How might a less experienced officer have behaved differently?
(Where are mistakes most likely?)

HELP If decision was not the best, what training or knowledge or
information was missing which could have aided the decision?

TIME PRESSURE How much time pressure was involved in making this decision

(scale 1-4)?
1 - very low, as low as ever experienced in an incident
4 - very high, as high as ever experienced in an incident

TIME Estimate how long was taken in actually making the decision.

INCIDENT PROBES

ANALOGY Pick the most similar/helpful case. Describe differences.

SCENARIO Does the incident fit a standard scenario that you have ever
seen or been trained for? (Probe basis for match, differ-
ences/modif icat ionis)

#INCIDENTS how many incidents like this have you been involved in?
overall at a comnand level

STRATEGY What were the overall strateg' employed (offensive/
defensive during course of inc:. ,it?
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CODING ABBREVIATIONS

Information

D - direct visual/auditory/smell
R - reconnaissance
P - preknowledge

Disp - dispatch
FF other fire fighter
C citizen report

Unk - if an event or piece of information was unknown at the time of
its occurrence. On data record, note when the information
became available

Strategy objectives

S/R - Search/rescue
FC - Fire control
PC - property conservation

Specific Goal

SZ - sizeup

M - manpower
E - equipment

Evacuation
Safety
Speed
Planning

Degree of Consciousness

Automatic
Some reflection
Conscious consideration of alternat~iLv

General Abbreviations

FF - fire fighter
FG = fire ground

FGC - fire ground com,;:ai 2er
EMS - emergency medical service
EMT = emergency medical technician
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APPENDIX B

EXEMPLAR INCIDENT ACCOUNT FROM THE URBAN FIREGROUND KNOWLEDGE BASE

INCIDENT ACCOUNT #11

TANKER TRUCK

This incident occurred 18 months ago. The incident involved an overturned
tanker truck on fire. It had been carrying a full load of jet fuel, on an
access ramp of an interstate highway during morning rush hour. The Chief had
never been involved with a tanker fize before and this fire was particularly
hazardous because of the existence of another tanker approximately fifty feet
behind the overturned one.

Chief McW heard the dispatcher call sometime during the city's morning
rush hours. Instantly recognizing the location as being within his area, he
headed out in his car toward the area given by the original dispatcher call.

The only Information given by the dispatcher was that a tractor trailer was
involved. On his way to the scene, the Chief saw a huge column of black smoke

coming from the freeway at a location that was not the area of the original
report. The location of the box alarm was some distance from the incident.
The Chief acted on the visual cue of the smoke and arrived at an expressway
off-ramp of a major interstate within two minutes of the call. Getting closer
to the scene, the Chief saw a column of flame and citizens running from the
scene, abandoning their cars. On his arrival he saw a tanker truck laying on
its side, ruptured lengthwise, and engulfed in flame. "I immediately breathed
a sigh of relief, because the danger of explosion was less than if it (the
truck) was split in half," the Chief noted. A second tanker was about fifty
feet from the overturned one. At the same time as this quick size-up, the
Chief started toward a group of citizens who were helping the injured driver of
the crashed vehicle away from the immediate area. While assisting in this
evacuation, the Chief questioned the driver about his load and found that the
tanker wp.s carrying JP-4 jet fuel and had just been fully loaded. About thirty
seconds had elapsed from the Chief's arrival.

The Chief then got on his radio and (I) corrected the address given by the
original dispatcher call, (2) called for a rescue unit for the injured driver,
(3) requested police action to stop the flow of traffic, and (4) called for a
special firefighter unit that dispensed foam. By the time the call was com-
pleted, the first alarm units had arrived and were attempting to hook up to the
nearest hydrant located some distance from the scene. A five-inch hose was

going to be used from this source - a size that would drain the reservoir car-
gied oto an engine in about a minute. A smaller size hose was connected to ther
engine and was directed toward setting up a stream of water around the wrecked
tanker; the hydrant supply was not available for about 15 minutes after the ::4
units htd arrived. The Chief directed the streams to bc set up for the protec-
tion of the firefighters and would not allow his men to advance on the fire
until the protective streams were in place. lie saw that the fire was well %
underway and pretty Intense, but burning straight up and not threatening to
expand much. The danger was that the saddle tanks of the tanker or other pock-
ets ol fuel would explode. A ladder truck was also directed to extend its
ladder pipe and aim a water stream down on the scene. While this was being

accomplLshed, the Chief sent the driver of the first fire truck on the scene
down the ramp to check for occupanto, in the abandoned cars.
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Two foam units then arrived, one at each end of the damaged tanker. The
Chief coordinated their foam-dispensing operations so that the streams were at
acute angles to each other. At this point the Chief felt that the situation
was pretty much under control - but then a storm sewer behind him "blew," i.e.,
exploded into flame. He realized that burning fuel was now in the sewer system
and recognized that this new aspect of the situation would exceed his span of
control. He called for another alarm to be given. The next Chief arriving
with these new units was tasked with removing the danger from the sewers while
Chief McW left his attentions on the tanker.

The total time to containment was more than an hour. Chief McII was at
the end of his shift during the mop-up phase of the tanker operations and
decided to go home when all that remained was to right the truck.
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